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TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

Frank W. Stephenson, Jr.
Chief, Chemical Propulsion Technology Branch
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.
The Space Shuttle Transportation System,
including the IUS and the Spinning Solid
Upper Stages (SSUS-D and SSUS-A) (Figure 2)
will provide this operational capability
during the 1980's, and will for the first
time, introduce reusable elements into the
space transportation system, specifically
the Shuttle Orbiter and the recoverable
large solid rocket boosters. The technology
that made the Space Shuttle possible was
started in the early 1960 f s and because of
the long-lead time nature of this technology,
the current program for advanced space ve
hicles is aimed at operational dates no
earlier than the late 1980*3, with some well
into the 1990 f s or beyond. One exception is
solar electric propulsion. This maturing
technology was also started in the early
1960 f s and will be ready for comet and plane
tary missions planned for the mid 1980's.

ABSTRACT

Advanced space transportation systems tech
nology is directed towards both increased
capability and greatly reduced operations
costs. Three areas of space operations
are used to define vehicle requirements
and to establish technology goals. These
operations include earth-to-orbit-and-return, orbit-to-orbit transfer and inter
planetary transfer.
In the earth-to-orbit area, where trans
portation costs are the highest, the pri
mary focus is on technologies that will re
duce operational costs. Orbital Transfer
Vehicle (OTV) technology is aimed at in
creased versatility, and includes both high
thrust reusable systems and high perfor
mance, low thrust systems. The technology
for interplanetary transfer vehicles con
tinues to focus on Solar Electric Propul
sion (SEP).

The overall objective of the NASA program
is to provide the technology base for im
proved vehicle capability, greater mission
flexibility and much lower operational costs
through full reusability. Figure 3 illus
trates the evolution of space transportation
up through the present Space Shuttle capa
bility as well as some of the options that
are being considered for the future. The
program has been structured as much as pos
sible to cover any decision, or vehicle
development choice that might be made in
the future. Advances in a number of tech
nical disciplines are needed to achieve the
program objectives. Specific technology
areas and goals of applicable disciplines
for each space vehicle class is discussed
below.

The technologies necessary to achieve these
goals involve a number of technical disci
plines such as structures and materials,
aerothermodynamics, and chemical and elec
tric propulsion. Technology plans have
been developed for each technical disci
pline that are designed to advance critical
technologies, such that whatever vehicle
development is selected in the future, sys
tem capability will meet vehicle require
ments at reduced operational costs.
Finally, Shuttle technology experiments
that will be instrumental in advancing the
technology of various technical disciplines
have also been identified.

EARTH-TO-ORBIT-AND-RETURN VEHICLES
INTRODUCTION

The NASA technology program for advanced
space transportation systems is focussed on
the three classes of space vehicles shown
in Figure 1. The operational capabilities
provided by these vehicles include earthto-orbit-and-return, maneuvering between
low-earth-orbit and geosynchronous, and
escaping earth in order to continue on to
the planets.
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In the Earth-to-Orbit area, the primary ob
jective is to strive for lower and lower
operational costs, since delivering payloads
to Low-Earth-Orbit makes up the major trans
portation costs for any mission. Signifi
cant progress has been made towards this
end through the development of the reusable
Shuttle Orbiter and the recoverable large
solid rocket boosters. The goal here is to
build on the technology that made the Shuttle

Orbiter possible/ since extensions of this
technology can make fully reusable systems
a reality, offering significant additional
reductions in Earth-to-Orbit operational
costs.
Figure 4 illustrates th*e potential cost
savings that fully reusable systems could
achieve relative to past expendable launch
vehicles and the partially reusable Space
Shuttle. As one might expect, the total
savings that will accrue depends on the
rate of payload traffic to low-earth-orbit.
There are several characteristics that de
fine fully reusable Earth-to-Orbit vehicles
and that are the key to lower operational
costs. First, the entire vehicle must be
reusable. The Space Shuttle is partially
reusable since the external tank is ex
pended on each flight. Secondly, the ve
hicle needs to be capable of many, many
reuses, but with very little servicing, re
furbishment or maintenance between flights.
Thirdly, quick turn around times are a
must. This means being able to very rapid
ly inspect and checkout all vehicle sub
systems in order to quickly establish opera
tional readiness and determine residual
service life. This will require as much
automation as possible. Finally, vehicle
performance must be very high, meaning
lighter weight structures and/or higher pro
pulsion system performance (effective speci
fic impulse from sea level to vacuum condi
tions) . Better vehicle performance can
lead to vehicles with internal tankage and
ultimately to Single-Stage-to-Orbit capa
bilities.
One can visualize a space operations capa
bility with almost an airline type atmos
phere as pictured in Figure 5. Such a capa
bility may be far in the future, but evolv
ing the technology towards that goal will
be of great value to any future vehicle dev
elopment, including improvements to the cur
rent Shuttle Orbiter if that proves desir
able.
Specific discipline technologies for ad
vanced Earth-to-Orbit-and-Return vehicles
that are key elements in the space trans
portation system technology program are
discussed below.
Structures and Materials
The Structures Technology Program is aimed
at developing light-weight composite struc
tures that will maintain satisfactory
strength characteristics up to 600°F. This
temperature is 250°F. higher than that al
lowed for aluminum structures, as well as
for the epoxy based composites that are cur
rently being used. The higher temperature
structure would allow the use of less reus
able surface insulation, resulting in about
a 10% weight saving. Graphite/Polyimide
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composites appear to have the necessary
characteristic, including being 15% lighter
than aluminum structure. A number of
graphite/polyimide candidates have been
evaluated and the most promising three
selected for establishing fabrication and
processing procedures and for determining
design allowables. The materials will be
used to produce and test typical panels,
stringers and mouldings. As shown in Fig
ure 6, segments of the Shuttle body flap
will be constructed and used to verify
structural performance under critical loads
and temperature cycles. Finally, a com
plete Shuttle body flap will be constructed
with the best material and will be used as
a full-scale test article to verify tech
nology readiness for application to future
systems.
In the area of Thermal Protection Systems
(TPS), steady progress has been made over
the years toward developing better materials
for the protection of manned spacecraft.
Efforts in the 1950's and 1960's produced
the ablative heat shields for Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo. For the Shuttle Orbiter,
reusable insulations had to be developed
that could repeatedly withstand the rigors
of reentry. The temperature capability of
the Shuttle insulations which are designed
to survive 100 reentry cycles without exces
sive shrinkage is shown in Figure 7. New
TPS materials capable of 2600°-2700°F. with
at least a 100-recmtry cycle life are being
developed and should be ready for applica
tion around 1979. The long range goal of
this program is to develop a 3000°F. reus
able surface insulation that can achieve at
least 500-reentry cycles.
Reentry Technology
This program, summarized in Figure 8, ap
plies and builds on the technology base
established for the Space Shuttle. Current
studies of potential space transportation
concepts focus on analytical solutions to
aerothermodynamic and configuration design
problems. From these studies, a series of
issues is evolving which will guide future
transportation technology systems. These
include optimal design integration, singlestage versus multistage capability, winged
versus ballistic systems for very heavy payloads, flight control for vehicles with an
aft center of gravity, the application of
control-configured design over a large opera
ting range, and the design for thermal envir
onment (i.e., insulated cool structure versus
hot metallic structure).
In the area of fundamental aerothermodynamics,
continuing efforts are directed toward the
development of computational codes for flow
about complex shapes which account for bound
ary layer and chemical kinetic effects.
Various perfect gas and real gas experimental
facilities are in use to provide design data

over a broad range of parameters, such as
specific heat ratio, Mach number, Reynolds
number, viscosity and heat transfer rate.
Analysis of flight data from the Shuttle
will be used to correlate and verify se
lected codes and theories.
Advanced computer-aided design techniques
are being pursued with a new, fully inter
active, minicomputer-based, analysis capa
bility called AVID (Aerospace Vehicle Inter
active Design). This system allows the en
gineer to interface directly with the de
sign process in a real-time mode which en
ables a complete preliminary design in a
matter of minutes. When combined with a
capability for real-time flight simulation,
a total capability exists and is being con
tinually improved for the derivation of fu
ture configurations.
Chemical Propulsion
Chemical Propulsion Technology addresses
several technology areas that will contri
bute toward reducing transportation system
operational costs. These include extending
engine service life for both main and auxil
iary propulsion systems; establishing com
ponent designs that will require little re
furbishment and maintenance during their
extended service life; developing engine
"health" monitoring techniques for quickly
determining operational readiness and re
sidual service life, and, finally, improving
the performance of advanced, fully reusable
Earth-to-Orbit propulsion systems.
Commercial aircraft engines typify long ser
vice life, minimum servicing and maintenance
type equipment. Figure 9 shows the relative
position of current reusable rocket engine
service life, represented by the Space
Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), compared to
today's aircraft engines and the future
goals that have been established for future
fully reusable rocket engines. Since rocket
engines tend to run shorter durations per
use, they will probably never require the
operating life being demonstrated by air
craft engines today. However, the required
number of start/stop cycles will be neces
sarily high, which is critical to engine
life.
One area of concern that must be understood
if the start/stop cycle life goal is to be
achieved, is combustion chamber low cycle
thermal fatigue failure mechanisms. Pro
gress has been made toward greater under
standing of this type of problem. Figure 10
shows test data correlating the number of
thermal cycles to failure with the maximum
combustor wall temperature reached during
each cycle, along with a picture of a typi
cal failure. As can be seen, the inner wall
bulges and thins until structural failure
occurs. The number of cycles it takes to
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fail the material appears to be a function
of the inner wall temperature reached during
each cycle. This is a different type of
failure than the classic low cycle thermal
fatigue total strain correlation which had
been expected. Efforts are continuing to
wards fully understanding this failure
mechanism.
Studies have indicated the potential need
and utility of advanced reusable oxygen/
High Density Fuel and Oxygen/Dual Fuel
engines. The former would be primarily
first stage engines for a two stage vehicle
(second stage would be oxygen/hydrogen).
The latter type engine, if proven feasible,
would be applicable to a single-stage-toorbit vehicle. The engine would be capable
of burning a high density fuel first and
then switching to hydrogen. It is also pos
sible to accomplish the same thing with
separate O^/HDF and 0 2 /H« engines. It comes
to a matter of expense - which approach will
produce the lowest operational costs.
There has been no technology efforts of any
kind on engines that use oxygen with high
density fuels since the early 1960"s. The
last operational engine to use that tech
nology was the F-l engine for Saturn V which
burned oxygen and RP-1 as propellants (Fig
ure 11). Work has been initiated in high
performance, reusable O^/HDF engines and on
candidate O^/dual fuel engines, primarily in
the areas of combustion, cooling, heat trans
fer, nozzle performance, etc. It is impor
tant to note, however, that although better
performance is needed, the technology driver
will still be extended service life and de
sign for minimum servicing, refurbishment,
and maintenance.
The technology of automated engine monitoring
techniques is being treated separately, since
there will be much commonality between en
gines. Initial efforts are being directed
towards determining what parameters can be
used as indicators of functional readiness
and residual life, and the kinds of instru
mentation that are needed to measure those
parameters.
Ultimately, all of these chemical propulsion
technology areas will come together in an
engine system evaluation to establish the
primary candidates for future earth-to-orbit
vehicle applications.
ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLES

In the Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) area,
the technology is aimed primarily toward in
creased versatility. Both high-thrust sys
tems with great maneuverability for rapid
transfer to geosynchronous orbit and return,
and low-thrust systems for the gentle trans
porting of large flexible structures to geo
synchronous orbit are the focus of the program.

For the high-thrust systems, the principal
technology efforts encompass high-perfor
mance, long-life , multiple-restart propul
sion systems with simplified servicing and
maintenance, and zero-gravity fluid manage
ment.
The high thrust engine technology has been
directed towards high performance long life
oxygen/hydrogen engines. As shown in Fig
ure 12, component work for a 20,000 Ib.
thrust, staged combustion engine is being
completed and a breadboard engine is being
assembled utilizing these components. The
engine assembly will be used as a test bed
to first evaluate component interactions
and demonstrate system operation, and then
to evaluate alternate long-life, low-main
tenance component designs and to evolve
automated engine monitoring techniques.
Although sized for the OTV class of vehicle,
much of the technology that is developed
with this engine will be equally applicable
to large earth-to-orbit vehicle engines.
For the OTV application, high vacuum speci
fic impulse is desirable, which means high
expansion ratio nozzles. Figure 13 shows
the 20,000 Ib. thrust engine combustion
chamber and nozzle assembly that was tested
to measure vacuum performance with a 400-to1 expansion ratio nozzle. The 478 sec.
specific impulse is the highest known value
ever measured in the free world with the
oxygen/hydrogen propellants.
Candidate propulsion systems for the low
thrust orbital transfer vehicle include
both electric and chemical propulsion sys
tems. Studies are being initiated to estab
lish propulsion system requirements, iden
tify primary candidates and technologies
needed to be demonstrated in order to con
firm candidate systems viability. This
technology area could evolve into a major
thrust in the future.
INTERPLANETARY TRANSFER VEHICLES

Although the current Shuttle Interim. Upper
Stage (IUS) will, of course, have configura
tions capable of delivering scientific payloads onto interplanetary trajectories,
there are a number of high energy planetary
missions such as Comet Rendezvous that are
beyond the practical capabilities of chemi
cal propulsion systems. For these missions,
the technology focus has been on Solar Elec
tric Propulsion (SEP).
The electric propulsion research and tech
nology program is directed toward providing
a technology-ready advanced propulsion capa
bility for the class of missions that re
quire large total impulse and can tolerate
long thrusting periods at low thrust levels.
The ion thruster system, shown in Figure 14
currently under technology development, is
a thirty-millipound primary thruster system..
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Resources in the area of primary electric
propulsion are directed toward continuing a
multiple thruster missions profile life
test and completing an endurance test of
the engineering model thruster/functional
model power processor endurance test. The
mission profile life test will document the
thrust system performance over character
istic regimes of solar intensity, tempera
ture and operating level. It will also
verify the simultaneous operation of multi
ple thruster/power processor systems. The
program is directed toward technology readi
ness in FY 1980. The first OSS candidate
mission for ion drive is a Comet Rendezvous
with a project start in FY 1981, launch in
1985 and rendezvous in 1987.
The technology for extending thruster per
formance to higher power levels will con
tinue to be explored by testing an ion
thruster that has been retrofited with a
high-voltage isolator. Critical power pro
cessor components will also be undergoing
development test at high power and voltage
levels.
The supporting research effort is pursuing
a better understanding of the physical pro
cesses that limit ion thruster life and ef
ficiency. A research effort continues on
the potential biomedical and industrial
applications of ion beam technology.
SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS

The Shuttle technology experiments program
will play an important part in advancing
the technology for future space transporta
tion systems. The Shuttle/Spacelab combina
tion provides a unique capability with which
we can evaluate and demonstrate advanced
transportation technologies in the actual
environment in which they will operate,
whether on the orbiter itself or in the
space environment of the Spacelab.
For example, our Orbiter Experiments (OEX)
program summarized in Figure 15, supports
the entry technology requirements of the
transportation systems thrust.
In the area of aerodynamic research, we are
proceeding with the development of the Aero
dynamic Coefficient Identification Package
(ACIP), shown in Figure 16, for measurement
of vehicle dynamics on entry. Data from
this instrument package will be utilized to
enhance our capability to predict full-scale,
vehicle aerodynamics for entry vehicles across
the velocity spectrum -- hypersonic, super
sonic, transonic, and subsonic. The ACIP
experiment will fly on Orbital Flight Test
(OFT) Mission 1,
The Shuttle Entry Air Data System, (SEADS),
also shown in Figure 16, is being considered
as a. possible retrofit to OV-102, This

continuing the trend towards lower and lower
transportation operational costs and greater
versatility in performing space operations.

instrumented nose cap will provide freestream environment and vehicle-to-stream
relative attitude information over the en
tire Shuttle entry regime. Such data will
provide a basis for research tasks in aerothermodynamics and flight control, which we
cannot accomplish in our ground-based facil
ities .

Although the future direction of Space ac
tivities is seldom clearly defined, the
technology program supporting advanced
space transportation systems has been struc
tured to be applicable and beneficial to any
future space vehicle developments. The major
emphasis is on lower costs through greatly
extended vehicle service life with minimum
servicing and maintenance requirements ac
companied by rapid turn around times between
flights, and on much greater mission flexi
bility. Success in achieving the technology
goals established can lead to a new era of
space operations in the future with fully
reusable space transportation systems.

Two aerothermodynamic experiments which
will utilize infrared scanning to measure
Orbiter temperature distributions on entry
are being developed (Figure 17). The Or
biter tail pod, which will house the in
frared camera for our leeside-temperature
sensing experiment, is the baseline config
uration of OV-102 and should also fly on
OFT-1.
The feasibility of obtaining Orbiter wind
ward side temperature distributions by tele
scopic infrared imaging from an observing
aircraft has been established. Breadboarding of experiment electronics has been ini
tiated. Experiment development is proceed
ing for initial flight during OFT-3.
The Research and Technology Flight Experi
ments (FEX) program has evaluated a number
of proposed experiments submitted as a re
sult of the OFT Announcement of Opportunity,
as well as through the Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology Research and Technology
program.
A number of experiments have been recom
mended for inclusion in the OFT program,
ranging from basic physics and chemistry
experiments, such as the surface flow of
liquids in the absence of gravity, to engi
neering experiments such as cryogenic fluid
management. The Fluid Management Experi
ment (Figure 18) will demonstrate the stor
age, acquisition and expulsion of cryogenic
fluids in a low gravity environment. The
results will be directly applicable to a
multiple restart cryogenic orbital trans
fer vehicle. Future experiments will in
clude propellant transfer to a receiver
tank, a technology necessary for space based
cryogenic vehicles that will require refuel
ing in earth orbit.
CONCLUSIONS

Technology for advanced space transportation
systems is a multi-disciplinary, long lead
time activity that is best illustrated by
the broad technology program started in the
early 1960's that led to the Space Shuttle
concept. Although complex, time consuming
and sometimes expensive, the payoff in this
technology investment can be enormous. The
Space Shuttle will provide the first signi
ficant step towards low cost, workhorse type
space transportation. The technology ad
vances currently in work that are building
on Space Shuttle standards give promise of
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